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2016 July SAP Official New Released C_TAW12_740 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed!
SAP C_TAW12_740 exam is very popular in SAP field, many SAP candidates choose this exam to add their credentials. There are
many resource online to offering SAP C_TAW12_740 exam questions, through many good feedbacks, we conclude that GreatExam
can help you pass your test easily with SAP C_TAW12_740 exam questions. Choose GreatExam to get your SAP C_TAW12_740
certification. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the end
of the article!!!) QUESTION 51Which of the following can you do with the SAP Code Inspector? A. Monitor runtime behaviorB.
Monitor background tasksC. Perform static code checksD. Analyze runtime dataAnswer: C QUESTION 52Which type of
transport task is used when you modify SAP standard objects? A. Transport of copiesB. WorkbenchC. RepairD.
Development/Correction Answer: CD QUESTION 53Which of the following is an implicit enhancement? A. Pre-methodB.
Protected methodC. Overwrite methodD. Private method Answer: AC QUESTION 54Which of the following includes are
generated with you create a function group? A. LxxxxTOPB. LxxxxUXXC. LxxxxOO1D. LxxxxFOI Answer: AB
QUESTION 55You perform an update task using update function modules and detect an error in the program that calls the update
function modules. Which statement can be used to discard all update requests for the current SAP LUW? (Choose two) A. EXIT.
B. ROLLBACK WORK.C. MESSAGE axxx(nnn).D. MESSAGE exxx(nnn).E. DELETE UPDATE. Answer: BC
QUESTION 56Which ABAP statement can make an element visible that you statically defined as invisible? A.
SCREEN-INVISIBLE = 0B. SCREEN-ACTIVE = 1.C. SCREEN-ACTIVE = 0.D. SCREEN-INVISIBLE = 1. Answer: CD
QUESTION 57You always want to check the user authorization for data entered in an input field of a selection screen.Where do you
do this? A. In the event block AT SELECTION-SCREENB. In the event block AT SELECTION-SCREEN OUTPUTC. In the
event block INITIALIZATIOND. In the event block AT SELECTION-SCREEN on VALUE-REQUEST Answer: A QUESTION
58In an ABAP program you have the following code sequence: DATA var TYPE n LENGTH1. FIELD-SYMBOLS <fs> TYPE c.
ASSING var TO <fs> CASTING. Which type is used to dast the assigned memory area? A. The default type IB. The type of var
C. The default type STRINGD. The type of Answer: B QUESTION 59You want to create a transparent table. Which of the
followih=ng must you define to activate the table? A. A delivery classB. A foreign keyC. The primary keyD. The MANDT
fieldE. A short description Answer: ACE QUESTION 60You want a validation routine for a selection screen field if a wrong value
is entered into the field an error message should be displayed and the focus should move to the field. Which event do you use to
achieve this? A. START-OF-SELECTIONB. AT-SELECTION-SCREENC. END-OF-SELECTIOND. INITIALIZATION
Answer: B SAP C_TAW12_740 exam questions are available in PDF and VCE format. This makes it very convenient for you to
follow the course and study the exam whenever and wherever you want. The SAP C_TAW12_740 exam questions follow the exact
paper pattern and question type of the actual C_TAW12_740 certification exam, it lets you recreate the exact exam scenario, so you
are armed with the correct information for the C_TAW12_740 certification exam. 2016 SAP C_TAW12_740 exam dumps (All 159
Q&As) from GreatExam: http://www.greatexam.com/c-taw12-740-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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